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ON THE REPRESENTATION OF NONSEPARABLE
ANALYTIC SETS
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Abstract.
Recently, the author considered extending the
concepts of a Borel and analytic set for nonseparable metric spaces
by allowing cr-discrete families to replace countable families in the
classical definitions. The resulting class of "extended Borel sets" was
shown to lead to a new class of sets, intermediate to the Borel and
analytic sets. In the present paper we show that the corresponding
class of "extended analytic sets" does not lead to a new class of sets
but actually coincides with the standard class of analytic sets. Thus
their importance lies in the fact that they provide a useful "representation" for the analytic sets in arbitrary spaces. Several such
representations are shown to lead to the same class of analytic sets.

1. Introduction.
It is well known that many of the deeper properties of
Borel and analytic (also called Souslin) sets in the classical setting of a
complete and separable metric space are no longer valid in the absence of
separability. Such is the case for example with the celebrated Souslin
Theorem (or, what amounts to the same thing, Lusin's First Separation

Theorem [4, pp. 485-488]).
Recently, in [1] and [2] we investigated the possibility of extending the
concepts of a Borel and analytic set for nonseparable metric spaces by
allowing c-discrete families to replace countable families in the classical
definitions. This led to the fruitful notions of a fc-Borel and fc-Souslin set
(where k is an infinite cardinal), and a general theory of these sets which
closely parallels the classical theory. In particular, generalizations of the
two theorems mentioned above were obtained.
Now, it was shown in [2] that each fc-Borel set of a space is an analytic
set in the classical sense, but that the family of Â>Borel sets was strictly
larger than the family of Borel sets for most nonseparable spaces of infinite
weight k. And a similar result was thought to be true also for the families
of fc-Souslin and Souslin (or analytic) sets.
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Unexpectedly however, it turns out (as we will presently show) that
rather than constituting an extension of the family of analytic sets, the
ri-Souslin sets are actually a different way of representing these classical
sets in nonseparable metric spaces. Thus, rather than viewing the theory
of &-Borel and rC-Souslin sets as a generalization of the classical theory,
what we have really found is a new family of "extended Borel" sets1 which
are intermediate to the Borel and analytic sets; and it is to these extended
Borel sets that the nonseparable analytic sets relate in a natural way and
which leads to a natural generalization of the classical separable theory.
2. Definitions and preliminaries.
An indexed family {At\t e T} of subsets of a space Ais said tobe discrete in A if each point of A has a neighborhood U such that UC\At^0
for at most one t eT. It is said to be adiscrete if we can write F=(J£=i Tn such that {At\t e T„} is discrete for
each «. On the other hand, the family {At\t e T) is said to be a-discretely
decomposable (cr-d.d.) if there exist sets Atn it e T, n= 1, 2, ■• •) such that
{Atn\t e T) is discrete for fixed « and each At = \J^=x A(n.
Now, for each infinite cardinal k, let Tnik) be a given set of cardinality

k (for «=1, 2, • • •) and set B(k)=TJ Tnik). For t e Bik) we denote the
ith coordinate

of / by tt and the «-tuple

(/,, •••,(„)

by tin). The set

{tin)\t e Bik)} will be denoted by Bn(k).
2.1. Definition.

A subset -S of a topological space X is said to be a

k-Souslin set in X if there exist closed subsets FHn) of X, for tin) e Bnik)

and n= 1, 2, • • • , such that
CO

Hh)

s= u riFi(n>,
telUk)

n=l

and
F(2k)

{Fan) | '(") 6 Bn(k)} is cr-discrete for each n.

It is immediate that the classical analytic sets [5], [6] (or Souslin sets in
the terminology of [3]) coincide with the K0-Souslin sets. Note that sets
which have property F(lk) are called k-analytic in [7].
In [2] we showed that property F(2k) could be weakened by replacing the
word "cr-discrete" by "cr-d.d.". More generally, we proved the following
which we will need here (see [2, Theorem 4.2]):

2.2. If
{EHn)\t(n)eBn(k),n=

1,2,---}

1 By the extended Borel sets of a metric space X we mean the smallest family of subsets of X, containing the open sets, and closed with respect to complementation and
unions of cr-discrete families (see [2]).
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is a system of subsets of a topological
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space2 X such that each family

obtained by fixing « is cr-d.d., and if

S= U
teB(k)

CO

oo

D EHn)= U

n £t(n) (closure in X),

n=l

t^B(k)

n=l

then S is a &-Souslin set in X.
An equivalent but somewhat less natural definition of a rV-Souslin set
was given in [1] : A set S is fc-Souslin in X if there exist (not necessarily
closed) sets SHn) <=X satisfying

S(lk)

S = U {Sm | t e Bik)},

Si2k)

SHn) = U {Ss(n+V | s e B(k) and s(») = /(«)},

Si3k)

{St(n) I r(«) G Bnik)} has a a-discrete

base for each n,3

and
OO

S(4„)

OO

D Stin) = ii Siin) for each í e Bik).
n=l

n=l

Part of our main theorem is to show that the two definitions are indeed
equivalent.

3. The main theorem.
3.1. Theorem.
For any subset S of a topological
infinite cardinal k the following are equivalent:
il) S is an analytic set in X.

space X and any

(2) S is a k-Souslin set in X.
(3) S can be represented by a system {SHn)\tin) e Bn(k), «=1,
of subsets of X satisfying properties 5(1^.) —5(4^.).

2, ■• •}

Proof.
(1) implies (2). Suppose S=\JtEBli.o) f)"=i Ft(n) where each
Ft(n) is a closed subset in X. Since k= K0 we may assume that the indexing
sets are such that Tn(k)^> Fn(X0) for each «. Hence we can define

F*n) = FHn) if tin) eBM,
= 0

ifi(B)eßB(k)-B„(X0),

2 Strictly speaking, all the theorems of [2] were stated for the case when X is metrizable, since the main results depended upon this. However, it is easy to verify that most
of the preliminary results of [2] (including Theorem 4.2) use only the fact that if a
family of sets is discrete, then the family of their closures is discrete and the closure of
the union is the union of the closures, which is true in any topological space. I thank
the referee for kindly pointing out the fact that the proof of the main theorem of this
note is true for arbitrary topological spaces.
3 A family äa of sets is said to be a base for a family s/ if each member of si is a union
of members from 81; a a-discrete base is a base which is also o-discrete.
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and one easily shows that the system {F*n)} is a Är-Souslin representation

for S in X.
(2) implies (3). Let {Ft(n)} be a /c-Souslin representation

for 5 in X

satisfying F(lk) and F(2k). For each t(n) e Bn(k) define
(4)

St(n) = U H Fs(m)

where the union is over all í 6 B(k) with s(n) = t(n). The verification of prop-

erties S(lk) and S(2k) is routine (cf. [3, p. 205]). Since by (4) StM<=FHn)
for each t(n), it follows from F(2,.) that {St(v)} is also cr-discrete for fixed n,

and thus Si3k) is satisfied. Also, Sn^^F^^
f)n=iFHn).

1,2,-••

On the other hand,

implies that f)"=i Sun)cz

we have H"=i Ft(n) (=St(m) for each m =

by (4), and so f)"=i FtM<=f)Z,i $«*>• Property S(4k) is thus

satisfied.
We now show that (3) implies (2) and then, finally, that (2) implies (1).
Assuming (3), for each « let á?„=(J"=i
^nm De a cr-discrete base for
{St(n)\t(n) e Bn(k)}, where each á?nm is discrete. We may assume that each
of the indexing sets Tn'k) is well-ordered by a fixed relation, and that the
set Bnik) is then well-ordered lexicographically for each « (i.e., i(«)</(«)
iff í(1)<í(1)
or, for some i=l, • • • , n—l, s(i)s=/(i") and si+x<ti+x).
Now define the collections

(5)
gS1^ = {Be 38nm | tin) is the least index in Bn<k) such that B <= St(n)},

and put
00

(6)

£;,

= U^i

and

EHn) = UE-n).

Since, by (5), each nonempty 5eJ„
belongs to at most one ¿&„{mfor
fixed « and m, it follows that the family {£,7n)|f(«) e Bnik)} is discrete, and
hence that {£í(n)|r(«) e Bnik)} is cr-discretely decomposable. Thus, to show
that 5 is a Ä-Souslin set in X, it suffices by 2.2 to show that
CO

(7)

s= u
t£B(k)

00

n e4(b)= u

n EUn).

n=l

k=1

(e/ili-l

First note that by (5) and (6) we have £"„> cSHn) for each m, and so

F«,,, <=St(ri). Hence it follows that

(8)

ñ EtM <=ñ s(M = ñ st(n) c s
n=l

for each / e Bik) (where we have used S(4k)).
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Now suppose x e S. We show there exists a point s in Bik) such that
sin) is the least index in Bn(k) with x e Ss(n). Defining the coordinates of j

inductively, by Silk) let ij be the least index in TA]k) such that x e SSi.
Since by S(2k) the set of indices t2 in T2(k) such that x e SSit is not empty,
we can choose a least one, s2 say. Repeating this argument for the set
{t3 e T3(k)\x e SSi¡¡2¡3},we obtain the coordinate s3, etc. This defines a
point s in B(k).
Now suppose some s(n) is not the least member of Bnik) such that
x e Ss{n), and let m denote the smallest value of« for which this is the case;
i.e., there exists some t(mXs(m) such that x e Stim). Evidently w>l by our
definition of slt and so for some i=2, • • • , m— 1 we must have t(i)=s0)
and ti+1<si+1. But then
X e St(m)

c

Jf(i+i)

=

•Jsi--s,f,+l;

and this contradicts the definition of si+1. Hence our assumption must be
false, and it follows that s has the desired properties.
Now, since !9n is a base for {Snn)\tin) e Bnik)}, there exist indices mn
and corresponding
sets Bn e ¿ßnm , for «=1, 2, ■• • , such that x e 7f„<=
Ss(n). By the properties of s, this implies that Bn e SSSnm and hence that
x e 7is™",by (5) and (6). It follows that x e Es(7l), and we have shown that
00

(9)

S^

U

f)EUn).

t£B(k) «t-1

Since (7) follows from (8) and (9), we now have that S is a A>Souslin set

in X.
Finally, to prove that (2) implies (1) let SCI
be a rc-Souslin set in X
with representation
{FHm)\t(m) e Bm(k), m=l,2,
• ■■} satisfying F(lk)
and F(2k). Accordingly, for each m, we assume that
{Ft(m)\tim)eBmik)}

= ö^mn
71= 1

where each ßrmn is discrete in X, and that Ftim+V <=Fi(m) for each t e B(k).

(The latter can always be done; cf. [4, §3, p. 31].)
Now define the families
(10)

j/.r..„

= {?«») | Ft,m) e ^mvm for m = 1, ■• • , p},

for each /j-tuple («l5 • • • , np) of natural numbers, /?=1, 2, • • • , and put
(11)

Since j/„ "1 ...."p cj

¿*x-„,
'JftT)

= U s/nv..nv.

it is discrete, and so each A."1 ...„"p is a closed subset
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of X. Hence we need only show that
CO

(i2)

s = u ru.r-.i,
Irtp) p=\

where the union is over all («A e B(H0), to prove that S is analytic in X.
Thus suppose x e S, say x e f)%Lx Ftív). Since for each p= 1, 2, • • • ,
there exists an index nB such that F((j)1 e ¿F vn , it follows by (10) and (11)
that x e f)£=i A„ ...„ . On the other hand, suppose x e f)™=i A„ ...„ for
some («1,«2,- ■■) e B(H0). Then x belongs to some FSie s/n¡=^rXr,i.
Proceeding inductively, assume we have defined coordinates sm such that
xeFSi...Smeßrm„m
for m=l,-,p—l. Since x e A„v..„p, x belongs to
some

Fi(j)) e^vn

with

Fi(m) e ^rm„m for «i=l,

• • • ,p— 1. But then

x

is a member of both Fs{0_xi and Fa¡)_x) and both these sets belong to the
discrete family J^'P_i>n ,. Consequently, we must have i(/> — l) = t(p— 1)
and hence we need only define sp = t]1to complete the induction.
It follows that x e n¿°=i Fs(j))<=S, and the equality in (12) is established.
This completes the proof of the theorem.
Remark.
It was shown in [2, §4.1] that property F(2¿.) in the definition
of a Ac-Souslin set cannot be weakened by replacing the words "is crdiscrete" by the words "has a cr-discrete base." We now give an example to
show that property 5(3*) cannot be weakened to

S(3k)'

{£,(„) | t(n) e B„(k)} has a cr-discrete refinement for each «

in the alternate definition.
Let 5 be any infinite set of real numbers, say | S\ =k. We will show that S
has a representation {St(n)} satisfying S(lk), S(2k), S(4k) and S(3k)'. For
let sx,s2,- • • be any sequence of distinct points in S and define for each «tuple (tx, ■■■ , t„) in S" = Sx- ■ xS (n factors)

= {'1+1} if h — si i°r some / = 1,•■•,«—
= S

iítxe{sn,sn+x,-

1,

■ •},

(with the convention that when «= 1 the second does not apply). Properties
S(lk), S(2k) and 5(4fc) are routine to verify. Finally, Si3k)' holds since {5}
is a cr-discrete refinement for {5((„)|/(«) e S"} for each «. Since there are
nonanalytic subsets of real numbers, it follows from the equivalence of (1)
and (3) of Theorem

3.1 that 5(3fc) cannot be weakened to 5X3^)'.
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